SAN JUAN COUNTY, UTAH

Areas Important for Native American Hunting, Fishing, and Gathering

Land Selections Related to Hunting, Fishing, and Gathering

Areas with this shading capture the top 25% of the cumulative land selection frequency

Areas with this shading capture the top 50% of the cumulative land selection frequency (in addition to the 25% area)

Areas with this shading capture the top 75% of the cumulative land selection frequency (in addition to the 25 & 50% areas)

Bears Ears National Monument
Areas Important for Native American History

Land Selections Related to Historic Land Use

- Areas with this shading capture the top 25% of the cumulative land selection frequency.
- Areas with this shading capture the top 50% of the cumulative land selection frequency (in addition to the 25% area).
- Areas with this shading capture the top 75% of the cumulative land selection frequency (in addition to the 25 & 50% areas).

Bears Ears National Monument

SAN JUAN COUNTY, UTAH

Areas with this symbol indicate areas of the highest frequency of land selection.
SAN JUAN COUNTY, UTAH

Areas Important for Native American Firewood Gathering

Land Selections Related to Firewood Gathering

Firewood gathering areas identified through interview process

- Area identified least often
- Area identified most often

Bears Ears National Monument
UDWR identified Crucial Habitats for black bear, desert bighorn sheep, elk, mule deer, and pronghorn. Areas that efficiently capture 75% of UDWR Crucial Habitats for black bear, desert bighorn sheep, elk, mule deer, and pronghorn.

Bears Ears National Monument